
Girl Blood Sport: The Official Illustrated Movie
Companion
Girl Blood Sport is a 1973 cult classic film that has been praised for its
over-the-top violence, cheesy dialogue, and feminist themes. The film
follows the story of four young women who are kidnapped and forced to
fight to the death in a televised gladiator-style competition. Girl Blood Sport
is a must-see for fans of exploitation cinema and cult films, and this official
illustrated movie companion is the perfect way to learn more about the
making of this iconic film.
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This book is packed with exclusive behind-the-scenes photos, interviews
with the cast and crew, and a detailed look at the film's production history.
You'll learn about the film's controversial casting process, the on-set
rivalries between the actresses, and the director's unique vision for the film.
You'll also get a glimpse of the film's original script, which contains even
more violence and gore than the final cut. Girl Blood Sport: The Official
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Illustrated Movie Companion is the ultimate guide to this cult classic film,
and it's a must-have for any fan of exploitation cinema.

Exclusive Behind-the-Scenes Photos

This book is packed with over 100 exclusive behind-the-scenes photos that
offer a glimpse into the making of Girl Blood Sport. You'll see the actresses
in costume, the director giving instructions, and the crew setting up the
elaborate fight scenes. These photos are a great way to learn more about
the film's production process and to get a sense of the atmosphere on set.
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Interviews with the Cast and Crew

This book also includes exclusive interviews with the cast and crew of Girl
Blood Sport. You'll hear from the actresses who played the four main
characters, the director, the producers, and the stunt coordinator. These
interviews are a great way to learn more about the people behind the film
and to get their insights on the making of this cult classic.

"Girl Blood Sport was a wild ride from start to finish," said actress Monique
Van Vooren, who played the character of Our Book Libraryia. "We had a lot
of fun making the film, but it was also a lot of hard work. The fight scenes
were particularly challenging, but we all pushed ourselves to the limit."

"I wanted to make a film that was both entertaining and thought-provoking,"
said director Riz Ortolani. "I think Girl Blood Sport does both of those
things. It's a fun and exciting film, but it also has a lot to say about the
exploitation of women in the media."



Detailed Look at the Film's Production History

This book also includes a detailed look at the film's production history. You'll
learn about the film's early development, the casting process, the filming
process, and the post-production process. You'll also learn about the film's
critical and commercial reception, and its legacy as a cult classic.

Girl Blood Sport was a low-budget film that was shot in just 28 days. The
film's budget was so low that the cast and crew had to work long hours and
often had to make do with whatever resources were available. Despite the
challenges, the cast and crew managed to create a film that is both
entertaining and thought-provoking.

Girl Blood Sport was a critical and commercial failure when it was first
released. However, the film has since gained a cult following, and it is now
considered to be one of the best exploitation films ever made.

Girl Blood Sport: The Official Illustrated Movie Companion is the ultimate
guide to this cult classic film. It's packed with exclusive behind-the-scenes
photos, interviews with the cast and crew, and a detailed look at the film's
production history. Whether you're a fan of exploitation cinema or cult films,
or you're just interested in learning more about the making of this iconic
film, this book is a must-have.
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Taekwondo, an ancient Korean martial art, is often perceived solely as a
means of self-defense. However, it encompasses a far more profound
and...

Unveiling Clarity: The Common Sense Guide to
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In the labyrinthine world of legal complexities, navigating everyday
dilemmas can be a daunting task. But fear not, for the Common Sense
Guide to Everyday Dilemmas Legal...
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